
18 TRIBES AND TEMPLES

Maya dialect WVould we find that the figures on the monuments
were Maya? Were there any hopes of discovering a date still older
than the one on the Tuxtla Statuette - and what about the rebels
and the hostile Indians? To be frank, they occupied our minds
much less than the prospects of some archaeological discovery.

The train stopped for a while. Something had gone wrong with
the engine. After about an hour's waiting we started off again, and
finally limped into the station of El Burro, where we had to stop
over for the night. The train, though, was scheduled to go on to
Santa Lucrezia, but as the engine was out of order, it did not re-
sume its tedious progress until about 2 o'clock in the morning. We
were glad that we could get a room and beds, and that we did not
have to spend the night in the mosquito-infested cars.

The small wooden shack hotel, run
-'^k. by a Chinaman, was not bad, and

*y>f'^ *.quite clean. At table we were seated
lf {(N n ^ with Mexican cowboys, a German and

_ \\_I I _ I_ __ ~a Chinese trader, a few passengers
_---_-__ and all the crew from the train. From

now on we would certainly be in very
picturesque company.

The following morning we boarded
a small branch line train. A re-
modeled box car serving as first class

! f' lP^i- \ compartment, we christened the "Cat-
I l 1< 1 \~ tie Pullman." The jolting was not
lI l * l |\as bad as the day before, but we

moved more slowly. Right and left
{ --- tI ~~ ~ on the track we saw mounds and at

Flc. 14-Cocuite. Ver Design on dol. "Kilometer 17" beside the station La
Cafiada, there was quite a large group

of mounds arranged around a court. Again at El Laurel we saw
a mound of average size, and here it is undoubtedly that Mr. Seler
had seen one of his stone idols.

As we crossed the Cuautotolapan River the Tuxtla mountains
became visible ahead of us. The nearer we got to the mountains.
the more hilly became the country, and the more the track wound
in and out among the hills. Progress was very slow. and La Farge
amused himself picking flowers from the car windows.

About noon we finally reached our destination, San Andres
Tuxtla. At the bottom of a picturesque kettle-shaped valley formed
by high volcanoes, lies a group of white houses with red tiled roofs
and large clusters of bouainvillea hanging over the garden walls.


